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Abstrakt 

Cílem této práce je navrhnout systém sběru a zpracování bezpečnostních dat 

založený na STAMP pro organizace údržby letadel. Na začátku práce byly 

identifikovány mezery ve sběru měkkých bezpečnostních dat. Dále pro účely 

bezpečnostní analýzy byl vybrán model se systémovým pohledem na provozní 

bezpečnost (STAMP). Poté byly procesy údržbové organizace namodelovány pomocí 

jazyka BPMN 2.0. Taktéž modely byly rozšířeny o artefakty založené na STAMP. 

Navržené řešení bylo úspěšně ověřeno interními daty od údržbové organizace. Toto 

řešení lze také použít k vývoji panelu ukazatelů bezpečnosti a vytvoření kompletního 

nástroje pro řízení provozní bezpečnosti založeného na Safety-II.  

 

Klíčová slova 

sběr a zpracování dat o bezpečnosti, panel ukazatelů bezpečnosti, STAMP, CAST, STPA, 

MRO, BPMN 
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Abstract 

The goal of this thesis is to propose safety data collection and processing system 

based on STAMP for maintenance, repair, and overhaul organizations. As first, gaps 

in soft safety data collection were identified. Next, STAMP systemic safety model was 

chosen for a safety analysis purposes. After that, MROs processes were modelled in 

BPMN 2.0 language extended by STAMP based artefacts. Proposed solution was 

successfully validated with internal soft data from an MRO organisation. The proposal 

solution can be used to develop safety dashboards and to create a complete Safety - II 

safety tool. 

 

Keywords 

safety data collection and processing, safety dashboards, STAMP, CAST, STPA, MRO, 

BPMN 
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Introduction 

Nowadays, aviation affects almost everyone’s life in many ways. That is why 

it is necessary to collect various data about it and analyse it. 

For most, the data collected for analysis refer to economic indicators, destinations, 

aircraft types, passenger flow and etc. So, everything, what you can count and then 

do some statistics. Such data type is called hard data. However, there are some data 

which are necessary to collect but is not really possible to measure them. Such data 

is called soft data.  

In aviation safety, soft data represent descriptions of occurrences. Those data contain 

almost all important information from a situation, for example occurrence analysis, 

root causes, contributing factors. Mostly, that data are collected in narrative text. 

It makes it difficult to measure them and do statistical evaluation.  

ICAO requires that data which can have an impact on safety, have to be captured, 

stored, aggregated and analysed. The appropriate way how to resolve this, according 

to ICAO, is to develop an SDCPS – Safety data collection and processing system. [3] 

There are some SDCPS systems developed nowadays. However, there is a problem, 

that such systems do not have appropriate module, to aggregate and analyse data 

described in the narrative text. 

There is a way, how to classify (collect) factors (part of soft data) from the narrative 

text from occurrence reporting. It is possible by dedicated taxonomies like ECCAIRS 

or ADREP, which contain definition of aviation events. Using taxonomies, in some 

SDCPS systems specific soft data can be recorded without loss of important 

information. However, not all air transport stakeholders can find suitable taxonomy 

to classify and store their data.  

For instance, unlike airports or air navigation service providers, maintenance 

organisations cannot use ECCAIRS and ADREP in their SDCPS systems at all. That 

taxonomies are limited in their coverage of maintenance, that does not match the 

complexity of MRO operations. There are lot of different processes which are based 

on the type of labour, type of a check or, of course, on an aircraft type.  

According to that problem with important soft safety data, I will try to propose the 

architecture or workflow of a new safety data collection and processing, that can be 
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used in a new SDCPS system in maintenance, repair, and overhaul organisations in this 

thesis. 

Soft data, which are described in the narrative text need a special view in safety 

dashboards. Nowadays safety dashboards contain safety performance indicators 

based on only part of them. Regarding the fact, that maintenance organisation 

is a sociotechnical system and contains different type of data (hard and soft), 

it is essential to choose some safety analysis, which can work with such a system.  

On the other hand, safety theory offers some new models and methods, that are 

dedicated to this type of problem and can be used. Nowadays, new approach to safety 

(called Safety-II) can help find a solution how to analyse the soft data. Safety-II offers 

systemic models and methods, which can work with systems as a whole. This thesis 

will be focused on STAMP safety model, which is one of the systemic models.  

STAMP has great potential to change existing approach to today’s SDCPS as in the 

aviation, SDCPS systems are not using systemic approach today.  

For the validation purposes my thesis was done in cooperation with the Czech Airlines 

Technics, a.s. (CSAT). CSAT is an important Czech maintenance company, with over 

90 years’ experience in aviation maintenance, repair and overhaul. Thanks to their 

permission, I could test data collection on their intern data.  

Additionally, some parts from this thesis were performed during my support activity 

in a research project No. TJ01000377 – Research of Intelligent Components for Safety 

Data Collection and Processing Systems, funded by the Technology Agency of the 

Czech Republic. The goal of this project was to expedite, simplify and make more 

accurate the process of risk analysis and control as well as achieving more accurate 

safety performance monitoring for aviation organisations. 
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1. Theoretical Framework of MRO 

Maintenance, Repair and Overhaul organisation (MRO) is an organisation, which 

is approved to provide maintenance activities to aircraft. The main goal of MRO 

organisation is to provide activities to continue aircraft airworthiness. According 

to ICAO document 9760 “Airworthiness Manual” 3rd Edition 2014, the Continuing 

Airworthiness means:  

“The set of processes by which an aircraft, engine, propeller or part complies with 

the applicable airworthiness requirements and remains in a condition for safe 

operation throughout its operating life.” [1] 

1.1 Legislation 

Activities, which are provided in aviation are mostly supported by aviation legislation. 

Depending on different factors, like a country, where activities are provided or a state, 

where organisation is certificated, aviation providers have to follow current legislation 

framework.  

1.1.1 MRO world legislation framework 

Requirements for aircraft airworthiness are written in different aviation documents. 

The main aviation regulation document in the Czech Republic is an Act. No. 49/1997 

Coll., on Civil Aviation and on amendment of Act No. 455/1991 Coll., Trade Licensing 

Code, as amended. In chapter 2 there is an information about aircraft airworthiness. 

The most interesting for this thesis is Section 12a. The Civil Aviation Authority of the 

Czech Republic has to collect and process all the data relevant to aviation safety, 

which are related to the technical and operational condition of aircraft. This type 

of information is mostly received from the maintenance organisations. According 

to point “d”, the data relevant to safety aviation has to contain particular attributes 

from the investigation of causes of accidents and incidents. 

Act. No. 49/1997 Coll. is based on the Convention on International Civil Aviation. 

Annexes to the Convention then include details agreed with respect to various 

aviation operation domains. There are 19 Annexes today. Annex 6 “Aircraft 

Operations” and Annex 8 “Airworthiness of Aircraft” contains information about 

aircraft airworthiness and its continuing. According to these Annexes, MRO 

organisations have to send CAA related safety data. That data has to be collected, 

analysed and exchanged between states. More guidance on how to work with safety 
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data is provided in Annex 19 and Safety Management Manual (ICAO Doc. 9859) [7] [8] 

[9] [3] 

According to Annex 19, safety data is a defined set of facts or set of safety values 

collected from various aviation-related sources. They are used to maintain 

or to improve safety. Safety data are collected from accident or incident 

investigations, safety reporting, continuing airworthiness reporting, operational 

performance monitoring, inspections, audits, surveys or from safety studies and 

reviews. [10] 

As stated in Chapter 5 ICAO Safety Management Manual (Doc. 9859) “Service providers 

are required to develop and maintain the means to verify their safety performance 

with reference to their SPIs and SPTs, in support of their safety objectives by means 

of SDCPS. They may be based on reactive and proactive methods of safety data and 

safety information collection1". Some of that data originate from occurrence reporting 

and investigation. Approved maintenance organisation is a one of such service 

providers. That means that MRO organisations have to maintain their own safety 

database, where they collect own safety data. [10] [3] 

All in all, it is important to understand why ICAO requires the implementation 

of SDCPS. SDCPS provides fundamental safety data and safety information to safety 

performance management. Safety performance monitoring and measurement is the 

main part of the third SMS framework component - Safety assurance. There are four 

SMS framework components shown in table 1. [3] 

As stated in Annex 19, states shall require the approved maintenance organisations 

to implement an SMS. That means that MRO organisations have to create their own 

SMS according to Annex 19 and Safety Management Manual (ICAO Doc. 9859). This 

SMS system has to obtain all SMS framework elements, including Safety assurance. 

Safety assurance is used to identify whether the SMS is operating according 

to predetermined expectations and requirements. [3] [10] 

 

                                                        

1 "Safety data is what is initially reported and recorded as the result of an observation 

or measurement. It is transformed to safety information when it is processed, organized, 

integrated or analysed in a given context to make it useful for management of safety" [3] 
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Table 1 “Components and elements of the ICAO SMS framework” [3] 

Component Element 

1. Safety policy and 

objectives 

1.1 Management commitment 

1.2 Safety accountability and responsibilities 

1.3 Appointment of key safety personnel 

1.4 Coordination of emergency response planning 

1.5 SMS documentation 

2. Safety risk management 2.1 Hazard identification 

2.2 Safety risk assessment and mitigation 

3. Safety assurance 3.1 Safety performance monitoring and measure-

ment 

3.2 the management of change 

3.3 Continuous improvement of the SMS 

4. Safety promotion 4.1 Training and education 

4.2 Safety communication 

In fact, MRO organisations have to have their own SDCPS system. In figure 1 there 

is an explanation of how Safety performance management is connected with a data 

collection system.  

Safety performance management has four steps, which are checked and controlled 

by appropriate safety analysis. This safety analysis takes relevant safety data and 

safety information from SDCPS. After that safety managers can identify trends, make 

decisions and evaluate safety performance. [3] 

SDCPS is a generic term, which is used to describe processing and reporting systems, 

databases and schemes for exchange of safety information and recorded information. 

The view and construction of those systems are imaged by specialists. They evaluate 

which type of data and in which way an organisation has to collect and process. [3] 

For Approved Maintenance Organisation typical safety data and safety information 

sources are: Mandatory occurrence reports, voluntary reports, risk assessment 

register, SPIs/trend analysis, internal audits, quality programme reports, training 

records, service difficulty reports (SDR), In-service occurrence reports, maintenance 
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and operational experience reports, service information reports (faults, malfunctions, 

defects), unapproved parts reports. [3] 

 

Figure 1 “Safety Performance Management Process” [3] 

Talking about SDCPS, there are two types of reporting systems2: mandatory and 

voluntary. A mandatory safety reporting system should capture information about 

occurrences, including relevant information like what has happened, where, and 

when. Additionally, there has to be information about contributing factors from the 

accident. A voluntary system is established to collect safety data and information, 

which was not captured by the mandatory system. [3] 

ICAO Doc. 9859 recommends using taxonomies and supporting definitions 

to categorize safety data. Using common taxonomies and definitions gives 

an opportunity to share and exchange safety data and information. ICAO offers three 

aviation taxonomies: (1) ADREP, which is an occurrence category taxonomy related 

to ICAO’s accident and incident reporting system; (2) CAST/ICAO Common Taxonomy 

Team (CICTT), which is developing common taxonomies and definitions for aircraft 

accidents and incidents and (3) Safety Performance Indicator Task Force (SPI-TF), 

which develops globally harmonized metrics for service providers’ SPIs3 as part 

of their SMS. [3] 

                                                        

2 Reporting for states and their service providers in EU falls under Regulation (EU) No 376/2014 

3 Safety Performance Indicators 
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Today safety data and safety information is more complex than some years ago. In the 

case of a thorough investigation, the safety manager gets detailed information about 

an occurrence. And, sometimes, common taxonomy cannot categorise all data and 

information. Especially when talking about MROs, they were not required to have 

SDCPS until late 20194, and existing taxonomy systems did not account for MROs very 

well.  

1.1.2 MRO EU legislation framework 

The Czech Republic’s aviation segment has to implement not only ICAO requirements, 

but also requirements of the European Commission (EC). In 2002 EC created a special 

community body with responsibility for civil aviation safety. EASA - European Union 

Aviation Safety Agency is the main player in f aviation safety activities in the European 

Union. [11] 

Regulation (EU) 2018/1139 describes what are EASA’s duties. EASA mainly carries out 

certification, regulation and standardization and has to perform investigation and 

monitoring of aviation safety. Additionally, EASA has to collect and analyse safety 

data, drafts, and advises on safety legislation. The Agency has to coordinate with 

similar organisations in Europe and worldwide. [12]  

MROs, which want to provide their services in the EU, have to be approved by EASA. 

The main regulation which MROs have to follow in the EU is a Commission Regulation 

(EU) No 1321/2014. This regulation applies to the continuing airworthiness of aircraft 

and aeronautical products, parts and appliances, and on the approval of organisations 

and personnel involved in these tasks. Until 24. March 2020, there were four main parts 

in regulation 1321/2014. After that date Commission Regulation (EU) No 1321/2014 

was changed by the Commission Regulation (EU) No 2019/1383. That regulation 

changed the amount of parts in regulation No 1321/2014. There are 8 parts as of 

today, which are shown in table 2.  

According to the EASA guide for transition to Part-CAO and Part-CAMO, Part-CAMO 

provides requirements for CAMO organisations. The new Part-CAMO 5is compared with 

                                                        

4 Annexe 19 2nd version came into force 7. of November 2019 

5 After 24 September 2021, there should be no more Part-M Subpart F and Part-M Subpart G 

organisations [17] 
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the Part-M Subpart G organisation, but the main difference is the introduction of SMS 

requirements. [17] 

Table 2 “List of Parts in Regulation 1321/2014 for today” [17] 

Annex Description 

Annex I, Part-M Continuing airworthiness standards – other-than-‘light 

aircraft’ and aircraft used by licenced air carrier (Reg. (EC) 

No 1008/2008) 

Annex II, Part-145 Maintenance organisation approvals 

Annex II, Part-66 Maintenance licensing 

Annex IV, Part-147 Maintenance training organisation 

Annex Va, Part-T Aircraft registered in a third country 

Annex Vb, Part-ML Continuing airworthiness requirements for other than 

complex motor-powered aircraft not listed in the air 

operator certificate of air carrier licensed 

Annex Vc, Part-CAMO Continuing airworthiness management organisation (all 

types of aircraft types and operation) 

Annex Vd, Part-CAO Combined (continuing airworthiness management and/or 

maintenance) organisation – non-complex aircraft and 

non-licenced air carrier 

Part-M and Part-145 are the most important for providing aircraft maintenance. 

The organisation, which is certificated by Part-145, is called Approved Maintenance 

Organisation. AMO is qualified for the issue or continuation of approval for 

the maintenance of aircraft and components. Part 145 defines a scope 

of maintenance tasks, requirements for the working environment including aircraft 

hangars, component workshops and office accommodation. Also, there 

are requirements for personnel, equipment, tools, material. [14] 

Last but not least, the AMO organisation shall have a Maintenance organisation 

exposition (MOE). MOE contains all information about the current organisation, 

including maintenance procedures. MOE shows how the maintenance organisation 
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intends to comply with Part-145. Mainly, MOE contains responsibilities and duties 

of persons and procedures of different processes. [14] 

Organisation, which is certificated by Part-M is called CAMO. Continuing airworthiness 

management organisation is responsible for aircraft airworthiness documentation. 

CAMO has to provide AMO with all necessary procedures and documents 

for maintenance, which is performing in AMO’s hangar with AMO’s mechanics. [14] 

CAMO is qualified for the issue or continuation of a certificate for the management 

of continuing airworthiness of an aircraft and of components for installation. 

An organisation approved in accordance with Part-M mainly has to manage 

the continuing airworthiness of aircraft. [14] 

There is a main difference between CAMO and AMO. CAMO is responsible for 

the management of continuing airworthiness of aircraft. This organisation working 

mainly with documentation revises and makes maintenance programs and monitors 

terms for revisions and checks. AMO, in line with the requirements from CAMO, 

is providing maintenance activities. 

1.2 Procedures 

Maintenance of each aircraft has to be organized according to AMP - Aircraft 

Maintenance Program. AMP is created by CAMO organisation6. Maintenance program 

must establish compliance with instructions for continuing airworthiness, additional 

or alternative instructions, approved by Type Certificate Holder (THC). Additionally, 

AMP has to be established according to instructions issued by the competent 

authority. [14] 

AMP shall include details like a frequency of maintenance procedures, specific tasks 

and the specificity of operations. AMP has to contain a reliability program too. [14] 

Maintenance programme contains a list of tasks, with intervals in which those tasks 

have to be executed. Intervals are based on aircraft’s flight hours, flight cycles 

or calendar time. [18] 

According to EASA and FAA, the maintenance program has to be based 

on Maintenance Review Board Report (MRBR) and Maintenance Planning Document 

(MPD). Original Equipment Manufacturer/Type Certificate Holder (THC), Maintenance 

                                                        

6 According to changes from 24.03.2020 
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Review Board/Industry Steering Committee members are involved with the evolution 

and optimisation of MRBR tasks. MRBR contains minimal initial requirements 

for maintenance planning - tasks and maintenance intervals. MRBR is being 

developed by MSG-3 (Maintenance Steering Group) logic. The basic goal of MSG-3 

is to identify the reliability of a system, find maintenance tasks, which are unnecessary 

for maintenance or duplicity cover the same maintenance operation and mitigate 

that. [18] [32] 

An MPD contains additional tasks that are required to maintain the specific type 

of aircraft. MPD is provided by the aircraft manufacturer. This document provides the 

information, which is needed to define the AMP. MPD is based on MRBR, ALS Part 2: 

Damage Tolerant Airworthiness Limitation Items (DT-ALI), ALS Part 3: Certification 

Maintenance Requirements (CMR), ALS Part 4: System Equipment Maintenance 

Requirements (SEMR), ALS Part 5: Fuel Airworthiness Limitations (FAL), ETOPS 

Configuration, Maintenance and Procedures (CMP) Document. 

Also, the Service Bulletin (SB) and Airworthiness Directive (AD) have an impact on MPD. 

When one of them is issued, MPD is amended by them. SB is a document used by TCH 

to provide modifications in an aircraft, engines or to the components. 

AD is a regulation issued to correct an unsafe condition in a product, like an aircraft, 

engine, propeller or components. One of the main differences between AD and SB 

is that AD always notifies aircraft operators and owners about potentially unsafe 

conditions that need special repair or inspection. SB informs about product 

improvement. Sometimes SB contains improvements that can resolve some 

safety - related problems too. [18] 

To complete Maintenance Program, CAMO organisations have to use additional 

documentation and manuals. For instance, Aircraft Maintenance Manual, Component 

Maintenance Manual, Wiring Manual, Troubleshooting Manual, Structural Repair 

Manual, Aircraft Schematic Manual, etc. [19] 

Also, for improvement of Maintenance Program CAMO can use Maintenance Planning 

Data Document, Master Minimum Equipment List, Service Bulletin, Service Inform 

Letter, Corrosion Prevention Manual, additional documents for specific procedures, 

Instruction Service, In Service Activity Report, Structural Item Advisory, etc. [19] 

During maintenance revision, mechanics use particular maintenance documentation 

prepared for the check. Maintenance Planning department prepares a Workpackage, 
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which represents a list of works for this revision maintenance tasks that have 

to be performed during a specified maintenance period. Workpackage includes 

information about the materials, labour, tools and skills required for the work. [19] 

There is one additional document, which can be a part of Workpackage. It is named 

Work Order. It includes detailed information about necessary actions, which have 

to be carried out during the Check. Every Work Order has to have its own reference 

number. Then there is information about a part number or a serial number 

of a maintained component, aircraft number, manhours, customer information, ATA 

chapter information, etc. Important part of a Work Order is description of a complaint 

or planned work, and description of actions or work, which have to be performed. [19] 

Some action or work from Work Order is referenced to the current Task Card. 

Sometimes, Task Card is named Job Card or Work Card. Task card is a instruction 

of a maintenance task. This description is prepared from the original maintenance 

documentation. Task Card contains information about labour, materials, service items, 

tools which are required to complete the work. Task Card has to contain 

all information, which is required to ensure the accomplishment of the complete 

maintenance task. [19] 
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2. Systemic view on aviation safety 

According to ICAO Safety Management Manual (Doc. 9859), the progress in aviation 

safety is possible to describe by four approaches. First one was Technical, safety 

deficiencies were related to technical factors and technological failures. The main 

goal was to improve technologies. Second one was Human factors. Safety experts 

tried to resolve human behaviour, “man/machine interface”. The focus was 

on the individual’s errors. The third one, from the mid-1990s, was Organizational. 

Safety began to be resolved from a systemic perspective. It introduced new approach 

to organizational culture and policies to ensure safety. Safety data collection and 

analysis started to monitor safety risks and detect safety trends. [3] 

The fourth one is a Total system. It is today's view on aviation safety. This approach 

is not only about Safety Management System and State Safety Program. It is about the 

complexity of the aviation. The total system approach pays attention to interfaces 

between aviation stakeholders that contribute to accidents and incidents. [3] 

As mentioned in the previous chapter, Safety performance is a part of Safety 

Management System. A number of safety models and analyses have been created 

to assess factors related to safety performance measurement. And for every 

approach, there are specific types of safety models and methods.  

The development was also captured by Eurocontrol in one of its white papers 

on Resilience Engineering for ATM (2009), within their effort to map Accident Analysis 

and Risk Assessment Methods. This is shown in figure 2.  

As can be seen, most of models and methods are of the former three approaches: 

Technical, Human Factors and Organisational. Technical models resolve potential 

problems only in technologies. They are not appropriate for resolving other types of 

problems, for example human based. Human Factors models talk only about human 

individuality and its interaction with a system. Organisational approach addresses 

only management and organisation of a company. That is why the Systemic approach 

is the most interesting for future safety. It is based on the idea that it is important 

to resolve technical, human and organisational approaches together in a whole, with 

broader perspective. 
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Figure 2 “The development of different Accident Analysis and Risk Assessment 

Methods” [20] 

ICAO describes how to categorise factors, which contribute to accidents or incidents 

through these four approaches.  

2.1 Safety-I vs Safety-II approach to aviation safety 

Professor Erik Hollnagel from University of Southern Denmark was an inventor 

of the idea to split the term Safety to Safety-I and Safety-II. It was caused by necessity 

to change the whole approach to safety. [21] 

According to Prof. Hollnagel, usually when people talk about safety, they refer to the 

opposite of the meaning of the term safety. They talk about absence of safety. 

Traditional view of safety is based on absence of incidents and accidents, on freedom 

from unacceptable risks, on focusing on unsafe system operations. And 

Prof. Hollnagel calls that view Safety-I. [21]  

Safety-I is mainly based on the idea, that it is important to focus on “What goes 

wrong”. For resolving safety deficiencies, Safety-I uses reactive approach. After 

an occurrence, it tries to identify incident or accident causes, set up rules, how to avoid 

such errors in the future and work with the question how to reduce losses. Safety-I 

contains 3 approaches to safety - Technical, Human factors and Organisational. [21] 

Talking about Safety-II, it focuses on “Why things go right”. Safety-II does not count 

bad things but rather emphasizes the idea “As much as possible goes right”. This 
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approach to safety is called proactive. Safety management is learning from successes, 

trying to understand what goes right and why. It tries to enforce successful behaviour 

and creating new processes on successful behaviour. [21] 

Total systems approach is close to Safety-II. There are three known systemic models, 

to various extent compatible with Safety-II: System-Theoretic Accident Model and 

Processes (STAMP), Functional Resonance Analysis Method (FRAM) a Resilience 

Analysis Grid (RAG). These systemic safety models are created to resolve safety 

problems in complex sociotechnical systems. Also, systemic models work with 

the idea that there is emergence in operations of current, complex system. It means, 

that in such system, the final event is not only based on a loss factor chain. When 

safety inspector derives knowledge about an incident just from a factor chain, there 

is a possibility of losing important information from a wider perspective. Because of it, 

domain experts are asked for possible incident’s contributing factors, which they 

identify only thanks to their experience. [21] 

Systemic safety models give an opportunity to identify contributing factors, which 

are not a part of the main loss factor chain, identified by conventional approach 

currently used in the aviation. [21] 

2.2 Selection of systemic safety model 

MRO is a complex sociotechnical system. It means that for future MRO’s SDCPS, it will 

be appropriate to use a systemic safety model. There are three models: STAMP, FRAM 

and RAG, which could be used for service provider’s SDCPS. 

2.2.1 STAMP 

STAMP is a systemic model, which is partly compatible with Safety-II. STAMP is based 

on an idea that undesirable states can be detected and controlled in time. STAMP says 

that sociotechnical systems are complex and it is not really possible to aggregate 

every information about it. However, there is a possibility to control processes during 

all system flow activities. [23] 

STAMP offers hierarchical control structure, which contains human and automatic 

controllers, sensors and actuators that can control given process. That structure helps 

to identify changes in a process in time and resolve them. If an organisation sets 

up control structure according to STAMP, there will always be a possibility to react 

to expected and unexpected events in time, without the necessity of losses. [23] 
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2.2.2 FRAM  

FRAM is a systemic model, which mainly describes links and dependence between 

a system’s functions. This model is based on an idea to analyse resonances from 

the variability of everyday processes within a system. FRAM tries to describe through 

function’s communication the unpredictability of operational processes that can lead 

to an accident. According to FRAM, for identification of resonances in a system, 

is required to identify and describe system functions, characterize their variability and 

define how a system will react to the variabilities. [26] 

2.2.3 RAG 

RAG is a method that extends the ideas behind FRAM. FRAM describes how unwanted 

events are occurring. RAG attempts to describe how to minimise probability 

of unwanted events by building the so-called resilience into the sociotechnical 

systems. RAG tries to estimate presence of a resilience of sociotechnical system. [25] 

2.2.4 Summary 

MRO organisation is a sociotechnical system, so it is reasonable to build MRO’s SDCPS 

with a Safety-II compatible model. Given the current situation in the aviation (way 

of thinking, existing infrastructure and process management), STAMP is the most 

suitable for that purpose today. Using this model will be the first step to connect 

current Safety-I approach to safety management with future systemic Safety-II 

approach.  

By using STAMP in SDCPS, MROs will investigate all current processes, describe them 

and get knowledge about the current safety control structure inside the company. 

There will be an information about who controls the process, how the controller gets 

information about a process and which unsafe control actions could happen. 

After that, in the future, MRO’s SDCPS may be extended by FRAM and RAG, which both 

require a good understanding of system processes and their description, that STAMP 

can help to achieve.  

For a better understanding of STAMP theory, the next chapter contains detailed 

description of STAMP that is needed to establish an MRO’s SDCPS. 
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2.3 STAMP systemic model of safety 

System-Theoretic Accident Model and Process (STAMP) is a safety model based 

on system theory. According to Prof. Nancy Leveson, the author of STAMP who 

is a professor of Aeronautics and Astronautics and also Professor of Engineering 

Systems at Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT), there is a necessity to address 

safety like an emergent system property. [23] 

System theory was invented to cope with complexity in systems. The main goal was 

to go from analysing part of a system to analysing it as a whole, which contains 

different parts. According to prof. Leveson, to get an information about the whole 

system, it is needed to learn from the behaviour, which is specific for system-level. 

That behaviour may be different from component level. [23] 

According to STAMP, the sociotechnical system consists of control structures, and 

problems inside that structures have an impact on system safety. Control structure 

of a system consists of network of control loops. In figure 3 there are a standard 

control loop as applied by prof. Leveson. [23] 

 

Figure 3 “A standard control loop” [23] 

That control loop can be social, technical or a sociotechnical. The controller, which 

obtains information about the process state, can be human or a computer. Controlled 

process can be a technical process or another human in a system. The controller gets 
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a feedback information (Measured Variables) by a sensor from a controlled process. 

According to feedback, Controller decides which step he has to provide and 

by an actuator he sends instructions to a Controlled process (to manipulate 

Controlled Variables). [23] 

In STAMP, there is a possibility to describe every incident or accident by a network 

of control loops. After such description, safety expert has to find the causes why 

the system has failed as a whole. STAMP says that there no possibility for a system 

to fail without a problem at the level of the applicable control loops. [23] 

Every Controller has two main parts: Process model and Control Algorithm. Thanks 

to them, controller determines which step in a process has to be taken with current 

process state. Process model contains information about the current state 

of a process. Process model analysis helps to understand, why accident occurs and 

why inadequate control was provided. Also, process model analysis helps to design 

safer systems. [23] 

Control Algorithm is a set of rules for a controller to control a process. When talking 

about computer controller, an algorithm is a common way to describe process rules 

and normally is described by a computer logic. However, human controller is more 

complex. Human controller gets knowledge about how to control a process during 

a training or with gaining experience, but human controller also can occasionally 

change control algorithm in a process, as humans tent to experiment and refine their 

understanding of what they are doing. These changes sometimes help to prevent 

an incident or accident, but sometimes they lead to an occurrence. [23] 

According to STAMP, there is a possibility to find why human controller failed, when 

it happened and understand why a human controller exhibited particular behaviour.  

Important idea, which is described by STAMP theory is that some processes are 

controlled by more than one controller. That variation of a control loop is shown 

in figure 4.  

There is a combination of an automated and human controller, both controlling one 

process. These controllers have the same model of the controlled process. However, 

human controller additionally has a model of an automated controller. This 

arrangement needs to be carefully analysed for conflicting or missing control, 

in addition to analysing normal issues of a control loop. 
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Figure 4 “A human controller controlling an automated controller controlling 

a physical process” [23] 

Furthermore, for understanding how control structure of a sociotechnical system 

looks like, there is figure 5. It is called hierarchical control structure. In every 

sociotechnical system/organisation there are a lot of controlled processes and 

controllers. Each component of a system has an impact on other components. This 

is why, according to a STAMP, it is important to understand all the control structure 

in a system for problem identification. [23] 

In STAMP, hierarchical control structure of a system can help go through the system 

control loops and find more contributing factors. Or, during designing a safe system, 

we can identify more safety constraints that can better assure safety in the system 

operations. 
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Figure 5 “An example of a safety control structure” [23] 

Prof. Leveson offers for the purpose of identification systemic problems not only 

implementing safety control structures and their descriptions, but use of some 

analyses too. There are two STAMP-based methodologies: System-Theoretic Process 

Analysis (STPA) and Causal Analysis based on STAMP (CAST).  
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2.3.1 STPA methodology 

STPA was invented to support hazard analysis. According to STPA, accidents are 

caused by unsafe interactions between system components, not only because of their 

failure. [22] 

STPA can be used during inventing safety requirements and constraints. That is why 

STPA is a proactive analysis, which can help design safety into system’s architecture. 

[22] 

STPA can help to find potential factors, which can lead to an incident or accident 

during system operations. At the same time, it provides options to control that factor 

or eliminate it. [22] 

 

Figure 6 “STPA four basic steps” [22] 

There are four main STPA steps in figure 6. 

During the first step, it is important to define for what goal the analysis will be used 

and what kinds of losses the analysis will control. This step can be divided into four 

sub-steps: identify losses, identify system-level hazards, identify system limitations, 

and classify hazards according to whether they are relevant for analysis or whether 

they can be neglected and better used in another analysis. [22] 

The second step is to model the control structure of the investigated system. STPA 

uses a standard control loop, which is shown in figure 3. 
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The third and fourth steps are the core steps of STPA. The third one is based 

on identification of the unsafe control actions. An unsafe control action is a control 

action that in a certain context can cause a hazard. This can happen when [22]: 

1. A control action required for safety is not provided or not followed 

2. An unsafe control action is provided 

3. A potentially safe control action is provided too early or too late, that 

is at the wrong time or in the wrong sequence 

4. A control action required for safety is stopped too soon or applied too long 

Fourth step deals with identification of a possible development of losses. It allows 

proposing scenarios of possible losses and find out how dangerous states can occur. 

Causal factors that lead to hazards can be identified there. [22] 

There are several tools to investigate a causal factor: 

1. Examination of a part of the control loop to see if these parts can cause unsafe 

control action. 

2. If there are safety constraints in the system, then it is necessary to examine 

them. If they do not exist or they are old, it is necessary to create them 

or improve. 

3. Identification of possible potential conflicts between controllers (Human and 

automated controller). 

4. Observation of degradation of the proposed control over time. For this, 

it is necessary to use change management, audit of unplanned changes and 

also analysis of possible accidents. 

2.3.2 CAST methodology 

CAST is a STAMP-based analysis of the cause of accidents. This method makes 

it possible to investigate into the occurrence of an accident and to identify the causal 

factors that caused the undesirable conditions.  

The following points are defined by prof. Leveson with respect to CAST [22]: 

1. An accident is a complex event, it has no or several basic root causes. 

The same goes for STAMP, which claims that an accident will occur only due 

to a complex of several events. 

2. Blaming is the main enemy of safety. Knowledge of who or what caused 

the accident is not enough to ensure that the danger is not repeated. 
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It is always necessary to find out the reason why the dangerous condition 

occurred and then find a solution to prevent it. 

3. Human error is a sign that the system needs to be rebuilt. You cannot change 

human behaviour without changing the system itself that causes it. 

4. Retrospective assessment prevents the study of the accident. If the safety 

manager approaches accidents from the point of view "if he did not do so, 

it would not happen", he will not find the basis of the event. It is necessary 

to think about why this situation occurred and why the controller did not 

follow the safety restrictions, or the subsequent restrictions were not 

sufficient.  

According to CAST Handbook, prof. Leveson defines five steps for a CAST investigation, 

they are shown in figure 7. 

 

Figure 7 “CAST five basic components” [28] 

First one is a Collection of the basic information to perform the analysis. This step 

is performed by five sub-steps [28]: 

1. Definition of the system involved and the boundary of the analysis, 

2. Description of the loss and hazardous state that led to incident/accident 

3. Identification of the system-level safety constraints required to prevent 

the hazard. 
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4. Description of what happened without conclusions or blame. Generate 

questions that need to be answered to explain why the events occurred. 

5. Analysis of the physical loss in terms of the physical equipment and 

controls, the requirements on the physical design to prevent the hazard 

involved, the physical controls (emergency and safety equipment) 

included in the design to prevent this type of accident, failures and unsafe 

interactions leading to the hazard, missing or inadequate physical 

controls that might have prevented the accident, and any contextual 

factors that influenced the events.  

The second step is to model the existing safety control structure for identified type 

of hazard. 

Third one is to examine the components of the control structure to determine why 

they were not effective in preventing the loss.  

The fourth is to identify flaws in the control structure as a whole (general systemic 

factors) that contributed to the loss.  

And the last one is to create recommendations for changes to the control structure 

to prevent a similar loss in the future. If appropriate, design a continuous 

improvement program for this hazard as part of your overall risk management 

program. 

2.4 Summary 

STAMP systemic model with STPA and CAST can support MRO’s SDCPS to achieve Total 

system safety approach. Using STAMP, MROs can make sure that they have adequate 

hierarchical control structure in place and obtain detailed information about the way 

their processes are controlled. After that, using STPA, safety expert studies potential 

unsafe control actions and evaluates if problems in that control structure can lead 

to an incident or accident. When investigation will be needed, safety expert can use 

CAST to identify what and why happened, get more details about the situation 

occurred and generate recommendations, which will improve system’s safety.  
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3. Current view of SMS tools with SDCPS block 

To better understand the current situation with SDCPS systems, there are three SMS 

tools introduced in this chapter. Two of them (INBAS and The European Aviation 

Reporting Portal) were invented in Europe. SMS Pro was designed in the U.S.  

3.1 INBAS reporting tool 

It is a reporting tool software, which is suitable for reporting safety occurrences. INBAS 

can be used in different aviation organizations. Factor classification in INBAS uses 

ECCAIRS taxonomy. There are some extra classification glossaries, which were 

adopted in INBAS reporting tool. [33] 

INBAS reporting tool functions are [33]: 

• creation of a safety report 

• classification with occurrence classes taxonomy  

• analysis of the sequence of events, factors and their type classification 

• evaluation of classified factors and events in a statistics module 

CSAT was one of the partner in INBAS project, that released the reporting tool and 

the tool is currently available as SDCPS in the organization. I had a possibility to work 

with it during an investigation reporting.  

Next are shown some statistics examples from the INBAS demo version in figure 8 and 

9. That statistics are based on factors (soft data) classification. INBAS can show 

in relations between the occurrence factors as they happened and were processed 

into its database (see figure 9).  

 

Figure 8 “Top of the Occurrence Categories” [33] 
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Figure 9 “Event – Factor chain” [33] 

3.2 EASA’s Aviation Safety Reporting tool 

Aviation Safety Reporting tool was invented by EASA according to Regulation (EU) 

No 376/2014 on the reporting, analysis and follow-up of occurrences in civil aviation 

and Commission implementing Regulation (EU) 2015/1018 laying down a list 

classifying occurrences in civil aviation to be mandatorily reported. [34] 

This reporting tool is called International Occurrence Reporting System (IORS). This 

tool is mainly used by state authority organisations. The safety data collected by IORS 

are stored in a database (in the European Central Repository (ECR)). The database 

is separate from the tool to collect and process data. [38] 

The Aviation Safety Reporting is a common name of the website, that the user sees. 

In this website everybody can report an occurrence. There are forms for both 

mandatory and voluntary reports, and one can report as an organisation or individual. 

[34] 

The reporting tool uses ECCAIRS taxonomy. Thanks to it, Aviation Safety Reporting tool 

classifies reports. However, soft data that the tool collects are again only in a narrative 

text form. [34] 

Link7 to that tool is well known and available to the aviation community through EASA 

website, CAA or in an Air Accident Investigation Institute website.  

                                                        

7 https://www.aviationreporting.eu/AviationReporting 
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3.3 SMS Pro – SMS management tool 

This software was designed for ICAO compliant SMS programs satisfying FAA, IS-BAO, 

EASA or Transport Canada requirements. It is payware commercial safety tool. [35]  

SMS Pro offers different modules which follow aviation SMS requirements. Also, that 

tool is more based on hard data. For example, a safety performance module, in which 

I am interested in, provides the following performance indicators [35]:  

• Total Number Issues Reported 

• Average Days to Resolve Issue 

• Number Months Reporting 

• Average Number Issues Reported Each Month 

• Total Cost of all Issues 

• Average Cost per Issue 

• Minimum Issue Cost 

• Maximum Issue Cost 

It means, that although SMS Pro can collect soft safety data using narrative text, they 

do not display such data in statistical modules. SMS Pro uses ADREP taxonomy 

to classify data in a Risk Management module. It gives an opportunity to a user 

to exchange safety data to with other databases, for example with a State safety 

database. [35] 
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4. Proposal and creation of selected parts of MRO’s 

process documentation 

Before using STAMP-based safety analysis, it is necessary to create a system 

description. Nowadays, basically all MRO’s processes are written in text form and they 

contain the necessary system description. However, there is a way, how to transform 

procedures from text form to computer flow, that would be better usable with STAMP. 

This way is very common in big companies today, using Lean management to achieve 

this goal. Lean management experts normally use the BPMN language to describe 

company's processes. 

4.1 Lean Management 

There are some ways to reduce manufacturing costs. A company can produce 

the same product from cheaper materials and lose the quality of the product. Or, it can 

reduce processes that do not bring value to the end product. The second way 

is the main idea of Lean management. The Lean management was developed in 

Toyota in the late 1940s and is very popular now in all businesses from manufacturing 

to marketing. [4] 

The goal of the Lean management is to improve the efficiency and quality of a system. 

Experts on Lean management work with the company’s processes. They try to find 

a problem, map a company’s workflow with all processes, activities and controllers 

of that activities. Sometimes there is additional information about costs or staff, which 

is used during activities. Then the experts look at continuous workflow and suggest 

what to do next. They think about how to change a process or, maybe, how to deal 

with labour in another way. [4] 

A company can outsource Lean management services occasionally to resolve 

a current situation or the company can create its own Lean management department. 

Mostly, big corporations and manufacturers have such a department in their 

management structure. It is because of the necessity to develop and optimise large 

amount of processes every day. Economics is too unpredictable nowadays and 

it is important to be prepared to change processes in a short time.  
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4.2 BPMN 

One possible way, how to collect and analyse processes in one application is to use 

BPMN software. Business Process Model and Notation is a modelling language, which 

allows transferring processes from paper-based documentation to an algorithmic 

flow. BPMN is a business process modelling language, which can be used in different 

areas of conceptual models. For example, to describe communication 

in an organisation, to research the impact of a process change, or to do a simulation 

of processes. [5] 

The benefit of BPMN is that an expert can document, model, analyse, simulate and 

execute processes in one software. BPMN helps to build a bridge between human and 

computer and allows to work with a sociotechnical system. It is possible to build 

a process, which is controlled by a human or a computer and then research 

communication between them. [5] 

BPMN language has four basic categories of elements: Flow Objects, Connecting 

Objects, Swimlanes and Artefacts. Some of them are explained in figures 10 to 13. 

 

Figure 10 “Flow objects” [Author’s figure] 

In figure 10, there are base events on the left side. However, sometimes you have 

to define, which kind of start it was, or which decision-making gateway is better 

to explain a process in an appropriate way. That is why there is such start event, like 

a Message Start or a Complex Gateway (right side of figure 10). [6] 
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Figure 11 “Flow Objects –Tasks and Connecting Objects” [Author’s figure] 

In figure 11 in the upper part, there are the main Flow Objects – Task and Sub-Process. 

They enable the construction of activities in the process. There you can write the main 

information about the activity, for example a controller or other additional 

information, which will be described in the next chapters of this thesis. Of course, 

there are other (more detailed) types of tasks like a Send Task, Service Task, Manual 

Task and etc. [6] 

Connection Object, which is shown in this picture, describes a type of flow between 

activities. Every flow except Association has “to” and “from”, which is indicated 

by an arrow. [6] 

 

Figure 12 “Artefacts” [Author’s figure] 

Figure 12 shows Artefacts used to show that process has external resources with 

additional information. [5] 
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Figure 13 “Swimlanes” [Author’s figure] 

A pool, which is shown in figure 13, is the main part of a Swimlane. Pool shows which 

activities are done by the current participant. Lanes help to define which part 

of an organisation did current activities.  

4.3 Proposal of Instructions for transferring MROs procedures to BPMN 

language 

This part of the thesis was done in real conditions, in cooperation with Czech Airlines 

Technics (CSAT). The work was carried within my support activities to the research 

project No. TJ01000377 – Research of Intelligent Components for Safety Data 

Collection and Processing Systems, funded by the Technology Agency of the Czech 

Republic. Because of confidentiality restrictions, the procedures and figures in this 

chapter were anonymised. The work builds on a previous methodology, where similar 

issue was addressed in the domain of airports. [24] 

In agreement with the CSAT, to help propose SDCPS for MRO organisations, two 

internal procedures were modelled in BPMN software. The first one was Base 

Maintenance Administration and the second one was Repair procedures. The Base 

Maintenance Administration consist of five main parts: Calculation, Preparation, 

Meetings, Communication and responsibility and Administrative works after finishing 

of the check. The Repair procedures consists of three main parts: Evaluation of repair 

possibilities, AOG situation resolving and Repair. 

Next follows an anonymised example of a procedure with specifications, how it could 

be written in real conditions: 
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PROCEDURE 

A general description of a procedure 

1.1 Calculation 

Activity 1 will be provided by Worker 1. 

If there will be some additional requirements, Activity 2 will be provided 

by Worker 1. 

Activity 3 will be provided by Worker 2. 

In appropriate case Worker 3 will provide Activity 4. 

Activity 5 and Activity 6 will be provided by Worker 1, if Activity 2 will 

be required. 

1.2 Preparation 

Worker 1 has to provide: 

• Activity 1 

• Activity 2 

• Activity 3 

• Activity 4 

Worker 2 has to provide: 

• Activity 5 

• Activity 6 

1.3 Meetings 

Worker 1 has to be certificated by requirement A. 

Worker 2 has to have tool 1. 

Activity 1 has to be done. 

1.4 Communication and responsibility 

1.5 Administrative works after finishing of the check 

1.5.1 Process 1 

1.5.2 Process 2 
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As can be seen, the biggest problem for modelling processes is the variability of ways 

how processes are described in procedures. It is widespread not only in MROs, but 

in other aviation organisations too. According to that, for Lean managers 

is a challenge to find processes in the documentation, for safety inspectors 

it is a time - consuming work too. During the investigation process, inspectors need 

to understand a process in a short time. And due to variability and complexity 

of procedures, sometimes, it takes more time to identify processes in procedures than 

to find root causes of an incident. 

During the analysis of the two anonymised procedures, three main process-making 

problems were found: 

1. If procedures are written in a text form, the process flow is usually lost 

(see point 1.1 Calculation). For example, from those procedures you can see, 

that after Activity 2 is required to provide Activity 5 and Activity 6. However, 

information about it you will find at the end of the procedure. This is not very 

convenient for the first procedure reading. There is a possibility of getting 

confused about the process flow. 

2. Some processes lack their controller (see point 1.3 Meeting). It can 

be caused by lapse or lack of time when compiling the procedure. Some 

are generally controlled by the whole department which means it is difficult 

to determine who is responsible for the actual performance of the process 

within that department. However, there is a possibility to ask 

the responsible department about who provides the current process.  

3. Some procedures include a list of controller’s activities (see point 

1.2 Preparation). In those situations, there is information about processes 

and controllers, but the flow of the activities is lost.  

The above three points make visible imperfections in today’s procedures. Not only 

a Lean manager has to deal with those problems when studying processes, but also 

a safety expert during occurrence investigation.  

If a new MRO’s SDCPS system would be based on STAMP, the organisations would have 

to establish their procedures in line with systemic approach, clearly defining who 

is responsible for which process. However, it may be a long way to achieve ideal 

procedure description, so it is necessary to think how to work with today’s procedures, 

as they are.  
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To maintain compatibility with STAMP, models of procedures have to be aligned with 

safety control structure (control loops) and contain: name of a controller, controlled 

process (activity), sensors and actuators of a process. Also an activities flow (arrows) 

which connects separate activities.  

 

Figure 14 “Comparison of STAMP Control loops and BPMN process flow” 

[Author’s figure] 

In figure 14 there is a representation, which information every BPMN rectangle has 

to contain to be compatible with STAMP.  

To model a procedure in a BPMN, it is first necessary to understand which level 

of abstraction is needed for the model. Safety expert has to choose, according 

to occurrence investigation, how much detailed process he needs. In some situation, 

the model can comprise only basic activities. Sometimes, it can be necessary to go 

down to detail in the process hierarchy. In that situation, activities from upper 

abstraction will be transformed into processes. Sub-processes inside new processes 

(activities from upper-level abstraction) will represent new activities.  

Next follows an example how different levels of abstraction can be achieved in BPMN 

(for the purpose, there is a part from procedures above.):  

1.5 Administrative works after finishing of the check 

1.5.1 Process 1 

Activity 1 

1.5.2 Process 2 

Activity 2 
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If safety expert needs just to know that this process contains Process 1 and Process 2, 

he will use the model from figure 158. In that case Process 1 and Process 2 will 

be present like independent activities. 

 

Figure 15 “Process of Administrative works after finishing the check with activities 

Process 1 and Process 2” [Author’s figure] 

However, if safety expert is interested, what could happened inside activities Process 

1 and Process 2, Lean manager will have to find additional information, how that 

activities are provided. In figure 16 there is an example, how such extension will look.  

 

Figure 16 “Process of Administrative works after finishing the check with 

sub - processes Process 1 and Process 2. Sub-processes contain activities Activity 1 

and Activity 2” [Author’s figure] 

Activities Process 1 and Process 2 will be described like a sub-processes (not activities 

now) and Activity 1 and Activity 2 like activities. In that case, Controllers will 

be assigned only to Activity 1 and Activity 2, not to a Process 1 and Process 2. 

                                                        

8 Most of diagrams in this chapter were done in Bizagi Modeler 

(https://www.bizagi.com/en/platform/modeler).  

This tool was the preferred solution at CSAT for the research purpose, but any other BPMN 2.0 

compatible tool can be used for the purpose. This thesis does not promote usage of this 

particular software. 
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In figure 17 there is a BPMN model of a process 1.1 Calculation. Blue rectangles show 

process activities, yellow triangles gateways. Objects are connected by arrows, which 

show process activity flow. 

 

Figure 17 “BPMN model of 1.1 Calculation process (anonymised version)” 

[Author’s figure] 

Next is a description of some parts of the process from figure 17: 

1.1 Calculation 

Activity 1 will be provided by Worker 1. 

If there will be some additional requirements, Activity 2 will be provided by Worker 1. 

Activity 3 will be provided by Worker 2. 

In appropriate case Worker 3 will provide Activity 4. 

Activity 5 and Activity 6 will be provided by Worker 1, if Activity 2 will be required. 

Before modelling, it is needed to go through the description and identify processes 

and activities. Then find controllers, which belong to that processes. If possible, try 

to identify sensors and actuators. However, for SDCPS purposes sensors and actuators 

are not required for now. And when we talk about mechanics and other hangar 

workers, almost of their sensors and actuators are human-integrated.  
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There are six activities in the Calculation process and three controllers. Controller 

Worker 1 performs Activity 1, 2, 5 and 6. Worker 2 performs Activity 3 and Worker 3 

performs Activity 4.  

How to model activities is shown in figure 17. Also, it is necessary to assign a controller 

to each activity, because in STAMP, every activity should have its controller. According 

to BPMN 2.0, the resource, which is responsible or performs an activity is called the 

Performer. The performer can be an individual, a group, an organization role 

or position, or an organisation. However, each activity may have only one performer. 

[37]  

In figure 18, there is a way how to assign performer (controller) to activity. In Bizagi 

Modeler, “Performers” attribute can be used for the purpose, but other BPMN software 

may offer different options, including customized attributes. In case if there are 

multiple controllers of the same process, all need to be listed in the tool. However, 

according to BPMN 2.0, it is not possible to assign two or more performers to an 

activity. To solve this problem, I propose to choose one of the controllers, which has 

the most responsibility for the activity and define them in performer attribute. Other 

performers have to be described in the labels of unsafe control actions listed with the 

activity. 

 

Figure 18 “Definition of a Controller in BPMN” [Author’s figure] 

Bizagi Modeler allows to create a list of performers (controllers) (see figure 19). This 

can be used to build a list of controllers in future SDCPS system.  
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Figure 19 “List of Controllers” [Author’s figure] 

STAMP control loop contains not only process and controller, but sensors and 

actuators too. Using BPMN 2.0 language there is a possibility define Sensors and 

Actuators to a Controller using Artefacts (Data source). However, I used performer 

description in Bizagi Modeller for that purpose. It was better for STAMP, because every 

Controller has unique list of sensors and actuators. When for every activity with the 

same controller there will be new Data source, there is a possibility to lose 

information. In figure 20 is a proposal how to write down list of sensors and actuators 

to a current controller. 

 

Figure 20 “List of sensors and actuators” [Author’s figure] 
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After definition of a STAMP Control loop in BPMN software, there is a need to extend 

the model by application of STPA. This extension gives an opportunity to a safety 

expert to work with and collect not only positive activities, but potential unsafe 

control actions too. 

In figure 21 there is a proposal how to use a part of STPA. Each activity (blue rectangle) 

contains a description or an extension window. Bizagi Modeler, for example, has 

an extension window where it is possible to list unsafe control actions. That actions 

are derived from an activity. For softwares, which do not have extension window, 

unsafe control actions can be described in activities description or using Data source 

attributes.  

 

Figure 21 “List of Deviations” [Author’s figure] 

Also, according to my own experience I recommend to extend List of Deviations9 

(unsafe control actions) by elicitation of safety experts. Regarding my experience, 

there is a very small probability that STPA will not define all unsafe control actions, 

although not due to issues with the methodology as such, but due to some practical 

limitations in the industry. For example, some processes can be written incorrectly 

or information may be missing. Safety experts have in-depth knowledge about 

processes and so they can be asked in such cases.  

 

 

                                                        

9 Deviation is a working title for the term “unsafe control action”. This was used only for 

research purposes.  
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Summary of the modelling procedure 

1. Define the scope of a procedure 

2. Define the level of modelling abstraction  

3. Identify activities in a process, including controller and their sensors and actuators. 

In case of loss of information: 

3.1. Ask responsible person about respective process 

3.2. Study additional documentation  

4. Model the information using BMPN 2.0 language 

5. Validate the process flow  
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5. Proposal of MRO’s SDCPS based on STAMP and BPMN  

ICAO action plan for the establishment and implementation of safety data collection 

and processing systems has three main phases [29]: 

1. Initial diagnostic phase 

2. Process design/review 

3. Safety and Support software development/review 

However, activities described in that phases are prepared for a State’s SDCPS, not for 

MROs. Otherwise, it is applicable for MRO’s SDCPS proposal too. Next are some 

of the activities and requirements, which are needed for SDCPS establishment: 

1. Definition of technical specifications: 

1.1. Inputs (collection) 

Reactive sources 

• Causes and contributing factors 

• Safety investigation database 

• Hazard10 identification 

Proactive sources 

• Hazard reports 

• Hazard identification through inspections and audits 

• Hazard identification through safety assessments 

Predictive sources 

• Hazards from operational changes,  

• Observation of hazards behaviour and their trends 

1.1. Processes (analysis) 

1.2. Outputs (exchange) 

2. Definition of SDCPS structure 

3. Setup of safety database 

4. Assessment of accidents and incidents database 

5. Assessment of mandatory and voluntary reporting system database 

6. Assessment of safety oversight inspection and audit report/finding database 

7. Ensuring compatibility with ECCAIRS  

                                                        

10 “A condition or object with the potential of causing injuries to personnel, damage 

to equipment or structures, loss of material, or reduction of ability to perform a prescribed 

function.” [3] 
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8. Ensuring possibility to import and export safety database 

9. Implementation of Risk management 

According to that points, the MRO’s SDCPS has to be rather a complicated software, 

which will have its own database, analytical part and statistical module11. SMS’s tools 

with SDCPS module described in chapter 3 fulfil those requirements. They are good 

for the purpose to collect hard data, and also their factors classification is based 

on required ECCAIRS taxonomy. However, such software does not work with systemic 

safety models and cannot collect and process detailed soft data, which describe 

organization in-depth.  

5.1 Proposal of data collection and analysis 

First thing, which has to be changed in an SDCPS for MROs to be based on STAMP 

is a process of safety data collection. Often information (safety data) related 

to an occurrence is described in Maintenance Safety Report (MSR). MSR always 

contains hard and soft data. In appendix 1 there is a Maintenance safety report form 

which is using by FAA and was designed by NASA. 

As we can see, that form can be divided into two parts:  

• The first part is on a page 1, there are fields designed for collecting hard data. 

From that part it is possible to collect different hard data for statistics, for 

example, a time of occurrence (assessment of the riskiest part of the day), 

factors related to a mechanic training (to find if some training is insufficient for 

safety), phase of maintenance, when the problem was detected, etc. 

Also, there are additional fields, which can be used for classification of safety 

data. They are similar to ECCAIRS taxonomy or originating from it. For instance, 

classification using occurrence class (Accident, Serious accident, incident, 

Occurrence without safety effect, Not determined), occurrence category 

(ADRM: Aerodrome, SCF-NP: System/component failure or malfunction, OTHR: 

Other and etc.). For MROs, there no appropriate Occurrence category for 

maintenance occurrences. It shows a gap in the current ECCAIRS taxonomy.  

• The second part is on page 2 and 3. It is a place for narrative text. There has to 

be a description of the event, situation, occurrence. A safety expert can gather 

                                                        

11 Statistical module is used here as a general term that refers to what is known as a safety 

dashboard in SMS 
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the necessary information by the event description, but he cannot process that 

data. In particular, when there are a lot of different reports, there is no 

possibility to remember all details from all reports. The description always 

contains important information about an occurrence, but there is no possibility 

how to process that information and do some analysis and statistics on it. For 

example, a reporting tool INBAS (described in chapter 3) gives a possibility 

to create a contributing factor chain, which can help to process narrative 

information. Safety expert can use the description to find the main factors of an 

occurrence and to write them down into INBAS using taxonomy (ECCAIRS and 

MEDA). 

Regarding part 1, which addresses a collection of hard data, for safety performance 

goals that type of collecting and processing is sufficient as it is now. However, there is 

a need to change data collection and processing in part 2 (describing the occurrence). 

Majority of occurrence descriptions contain structured information, which is close 

to procedures structure. There is information who performed what activity or which 

was omitted. Mostly, when safety expert investigates an occurrence, he uses 

procedures for identification if all activities were performed according to them, or not. 

It means that the appropriate way, how to collect soft data about occurrence 

description, is to use the approach from chapter 4.3.  

Now three problems are resolved: 

1. Weak parts of existing reporting forms – Narrative description 

2. Definition of data types contained in narrative description  

3. Transformation to computer-readable language and analysis definition 

The next step is to define, how procedures from BPMN 2.0 language transfer to SDCPS 

system and how it can look like. 

For that purpose, one of the advanced solutions capable of creating smart systems 

is to use ontology engineering. This approach was taken within the research project 

with CSAT, and I also studied this subject in my Bachelor’s thesis “Conceptualization 

of Selected Parts of STAMP Safety Model”. [36] Within the research project, my part was 

to test the STAMP ontology proposed by ontology engineers; details of the evaluation 

and analysis of its suitability for MRO’s SDCPS done by me is provided in chapter 6 

of this thesis. 
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Considering the fields for filling safety data, it has to look similar to a BMPN software 

pool interface. There has to be a space, where safety expert will put a process 

or processes, which he thinks were involved in an occurrence. After that, to each 

activity there has to be a list of predetermined unsafe control actions, which could 

happened.  

According to ICAO and EASA, there has to be a possibility to classify data 

by taxonomies. Existing reports forms use taxonomies to define occurrence 

categories or classify data. These existing taxonomies can be used to define loss 

events, or general occurrence description in a new SDCPS.  

For example, a safety expert investigates or just reports a situation, where there was 

a maintenance mistake with some aircraft component. In that case, the occurrence 

can be classified by ECCAIRS taxonomy like “Incorrect Repair of Component”. 

Consequently, in a statistical module, safety expert will have a list of different unsafe 

control actions or procedure activities, which always cause Incorrect Repair. 

To summarise the chapter, there are some main ideas what STAMP based SDCPS 

investigation and reporting tool has to contain: 

• Space to work with process, its activities and unsafe control actions 

• Possibility to work with several processes in one report 

• List of ECCAIRS or other taxonomies to classify an occurrence or to define a loss 

event 

• Versioning of the process models, because of the possibility of process update 

5.2 Proposal of statistics module 

Using STAMP in investigation and reporting gives an opportunity to improve existing 

statistical module. Thanks to STAMP and BPMN modelling, the SDCPS can have 

the following statistics blocks: 

• The trend of the most problematic Processes 

• The trend of the most problematic Controllers 

• Specification in which process most of the unsafe control action occurred 

• Specification which unsafe control actions and normal actions contribute 

to an occurrence 

• The trend of problematic processes which caused a loss event without 

predetermined unsafe control actions. There is a possibility to determine 

if there is a procedure, which was designed unsafely.  
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• List of the problematic teams. Controllers which perform activities in the same 

process can be collected to one team. Internal SDCPS can contain a special list 

of controllers with their IDs. For that purposes information from the existing 

MRO software infrastructure can be used.  

• List of problematic departments. If in MRO organisations BPMN model will 

contain an organisational chart, there can be a module with information 

in which department there are a majority of unsafe controllers. 

Also, during an external audit, safety expert will not have to lose time during 

preparing information if problematic processes were improved after the last audit. 

That statistical module will show all detailed changes inside the organisation.  

5.3 Example occurrence investigation using SDCPS based on STAMP 

To show how the occurrence investigation can be performed by the proposed SDCPS, 

I used parts from a real accident safety report from National Transportation Safety 

Board (NTSB). Also for a short representation, how such investigation can be provided 

inside MROs, I prepared a short general representation in figure 22.  

 

Figure 22 “Algorithms of investigation using SDCPS based on STAMP” [Author’s 

figure] 
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One of the main factors, which caused that accident were maintenance failures. 

An aircraft was destroyed, and two people died. Description of the accident 

is provided below. I highlighted parts from NTSB analysis description, which 

I modelled in figures bellow (figure 23 and figure 24) [31] 

“The proto-type experimental light jet airplane was departing on a local maintenance 

test flight. Witnesses reported that the airplane entered a right roll almost 

immediately after liftoff. The roll continued to about 90 degrees right wing down 

at which point the right wingtip impacted the ground. During examination 

of the wreckage, the aileron control system was found connected such that 

the airplane rolled in the opposite direction to that commanded in the cockpit. 

The maintenance performed on the airplane before the accident flight included 

removal of the main landing gear (MLG) in order to stiffen the MLG struts. Interviews 

with the mechanics who performed the maintenance revealed that during 

re - installation and system testing of the MLG, it was discovered that the changes 

to the MLG struts impacted the V- bracket holding the aileron control system's upper 

torque tube. The V-bracket was removed and a redesigned V-bracket was installed in 

its place. This work required the disconnection of a portion of the aileron control 

system, including the removal of the aft upper torque tube bell crank from the torque 

tube. The mechanic who reinstalled the aft upper torque tube bell crank was under 

the incorrect assumption that there was only one way to install the bell crank on the 

torque tube. However, there are actually two positions in which the bell crank could 

be installed. The incorrect installation is accomplished by rotating the bell crank 180° 

about the axis of the torque tube and flipping it front to back, and this is the way the 

bell crank was found installed. With the bell crank installed incorrectly and the rest of 

the system installed as designed, there is binding in the system. This binding was 

noticed on the accident airplane during the inspection after initial installation. 

However, the mechanic did not recognize that the bell crank was improperly installed 

on the torque tube. Instead of fixing the problem by removing and correctly 

reinstalling the bell crank, he fixed the problem by disconnecting the necessary tie 

rods and rotating the upper torque tube so that the arm of the bell crank pointed up 

and to the left. This action reversed the movement of the ailerons. According to all of 

the personnel interviewed, there was no maintenance documentation to instruct 

mechanics how to perform the work since this was a proof-of-concept airplane. None 

of the mechanics who performed the work could recall if the position of the ailerons 
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in relation to the position of the control stick was checked. Such a position check, if it 

had been performed by either the mechanics after the maintenance or by the flight 

crew during the preflight checks, would assuredly have indicated that the system was 

installed incorrectly.” 

NTSB defined following probable cause and findings: 

• Incorrect installation by company maintenance personnel of the aft upper 

torque tube bell crank resulting in roll control that was opposite to that 

commanded in the cockpit.  

Contributing factors:  

o The lack of maintenance documentation detailing the installation of the 

bell crank 

o The installing mechanic's incorrect assumption that the bell crank could 

only be installed in one position 

o The failure of maintenance personnel and the flight crew to check the 

position of the control stick relative to the ailerons after 

the maintenance and during the preflight checks. 
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As you can see, in figure 23 I modelled using BMPN language basic model with some 

unsafe control actions. All NTSB findings were identified as STAMP unsafe control 

actions. NTSB contributing factors The failure of maintenance personnel to check 

the position of the control stick, The lack of maintenance documentation and 

Mechanic's incorrect assumption were defined by STPA. Regarding the factor 

Incorrect installation by company maintenance personnel, this unsafe control action 

would be identified during STPA analysis of an upper process Change of the V-bracket. 

That unsafe control action could be named “Change of the V-bracket did not provided” 

or “Change of the V-bracket provided incorrectly”. 

In figure 24, there is a representation, how that investigation could be processed in an 

SDCPS system. Safety expert would get a maintenance process, choose which unsafe 

control actions happened and, in result, get statistics from occurrences with that 

situation. The statistic module can automatically show frequencies from all reports, 

that would show how many times an unsafe control actions happened with particular 

mechanic and in particular context. Also, there are a possibility to classify the 

occurrence according with ADREP taxonomy and get overall statistics, although 

at more general level.  
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6. Validation of the proposed solution  

Validation of the proposed solution was performed during my assistance 

in the project No TJ01000377, in three steps. The first one was to check BPMN models 

for syntax in Bizagi, for completeness and correctness with CSAT. The second one was 

modelling of safety data based on BPMN artefacts and comparison with current SDCPS 

and statistical module at CSAT. The third validation was discussions with experts about 

the usefulness, meaning and benefits of the newly proposed SDCPS. 

6.1 Validation of the BPMN model  

BPMN model verification was provided in three steps: 

1. After a model creation, I prepared a list of questions, which referred 

to procedures content. After that, I attended meetings with specialists, who 

execute these procedures. It was an informal conversation, where I asked 

procedure’s performers to describe what they are usually doing during these 

processes. It was better to let them speak continuously without interruption, 

because they reproduced their activities flow automatically, without thinking 

about rules from procedures. If there was not an information I needed, I asked 

them relevant questions from my list. That verification gave me information 

about BPMN model content. It would show, if there had been necessary 

information missed. 

2. The second way was comparing my models with existing CSAT BPMN models. 

These models did not contain all procedures that I needed, but there were 

some parts from them. It gave me a possibility for partly checking the models. 

Also, I asked experts from CSAT to check if my models contain all relevant 

information.  

3. Bizagi Modeller software can check if model BPMN notation was followed. 

I used that tool to check semantics of my models. Also, there is a module, 

where you can simulate processes. I used this simulation to check 

if all activities are provided step by step. Simulation module can show different 

scenarios too. I used it to check if all that scenarios could happened in real life 

situation. 
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6.2 Comparison of the proposed MRO’s SDCPS with current SDCPS 

at CSAT 

There are some internal confidential ways how CSAT collects its safety data. I studied 

those particular rules and tried to collect their safety data from MSRs by myself. 

After that, I used 20 internal CSAT incidents to model them using the new SDCPS 

approach. Modelling was carried with Protégé12 tool. Protégé allows conceptual 

(ontology) modelling of future software systems.  

As said in chapter 5.1, my part in a project was to test the STAMP ontology. This 

ontology I was testing through incidents modelling. During the modelling, 

I distinguished particular data from investigation, which can be processed in the 

SDCPS. Next I modelled them using existing ontology. After that I checked the Protégé 

output which data it shows to me and in which form.  

According to that testing, first of all I helped to revise mistakes in the ontology. 

Secondly, speaking about validation goals, I checked if this new SDCPS will collect and 

process the particular safety data what I wanted. 

6.3 Discussions with experts about proposed SDCPS 

Last, but not least, verification of the proposed SDCPS was provided during 

discussions with safety experts. I showed the main ideas to safety and quality 

department in CSAT and they gave me their opinions. 

They found that there are some advantages and disadvantages in the new approach 

to SDCPS system. First of all, they appreciated the possibility to collect and to analyse 

new types of data. They found it useful for soft data processing. Also, that approach 

can help them to control different maintenance documentation procedures. During 

the modelling, there is a possibility to find gaps in information. Also, in that approach, 

they found bridges how to connect existing maintenance software to collect more 

data from maintenance operations for safety performance goals. 

However, they found one serious disadvantage in that approach. Procedure models 

have to be checked and improved all the time because of procedure changes. That 

                                                        

12 Protégé was developed by the Stanford Center for Biomedical Informatics Research at the 

Stanford University School of Medicine. (https://protege.stanford.edu/products.php) 
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type of work needs a special expert, who will be able to work with BMPN, understand 

maintenance operations and safety. 

6.4 Summary  

There is my comparison conclusion in table 3: 

Table 3 “Comparison of the nowadays and proposed SDCPS approach” [Author’s 

table] 

Old SDCPS MROs approach Proposed SDCPS MROs approach 

Hard data collection, processing and 

analysing shows all relevant information 

for safety performance indication 

Stay same 

Soft data is collected only like a narrative 

text 

Soft data is collected using STAMP-

based classifiers. Now it is not just a text, 

it is a box with data distributed to 

different particular boxes (Soft data 

database is used) 

Factors classification is provided using 

common worldwide taxonomies. That 

taxonomy does not fulfil MROs needs. 

Factors classification is provided by 

specific internal data description, based 

on BPMN models 

Statistical module contains only hard 

data or generalised factor classification 

trends. 

Statistical module additionally contains 

specific soft safety data. There is 

information about particular processes, 

controllers, sensors and actuators. 

Statistic module contains and analyses 

data from incident description. 

Component-based approach to safety Systemic approach to safety 

Maintenance documentation is used 

only as an administrative resource. 

Possibility to revise maintenance 

documentation procedures. Possible 

process gaps can be identified. 

Factor’s classification taxonomy has to 

be checked and updated all the time. 

Procedure models have to be checked 

and improved all the time 

Do not need extra specialists Needs a special expert, who will be able 

to work with BMPN, understand 

maintenance operations and safety 
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6. Evaluation of the proposed solution  

In this chapter I would like to discuss the new SDCPS system approach. SDPCS system 

has to do three main things: data collection, data analysis and data exchange. 

Speaking about data collection evaluation, I found one main advantage. It gives 

a possibility to collect and process new types of safety data. Existing SDCPS systems 

can collect soft data like a narrative text or use common safety taxonomies. However, 

they cannot be used well in statistics. That systems today cannot convert data from 

narrative text to a structured form for statistical module. 

Nowadays approach to collecting and processing data is aimed to work with hard 

data, as a result of historical thinking about safety. This approach leaded safety experts 

to pay more attention to hard safety data. For example, safety managers were focused 

on a death counting or on money loss evaluation. That approach lead safety experts 

to blame mechanic failures for the most occurrences. 

The new approach proposed in this thesis leads safety experts to collect specific 

safety data, which describe occurrences in different aspects. That approach guides 

through the whole situation and forces to think about not only blaming, but also about 

what in particular situation happened and why. During an occurrence investigation, 

safety expert can intuitively find if there was a problem with mechanics and the way 

they work, or the process was designed incorrectly. 

The new SDCPS system based on the proposal in this thesis works with systemic 

approach to collecting data. It means that safety department will collect and process 

complex soft data from internal processes. There will be an information about what is 

necessary to perform during the processes, and which kind of unsafe control actions 

can happen and already happened. The new SDCPS will collect detailed information 

about process' controllers with their attributes. 

Nowadays, safety experts have such data in a narrative text. However, it takes a lot 

of time to study that information. Also, after an investigation, that soft data can be lost 

in time and cannot influence future organization safety. The present situation is that 

the only influence from the soft data on safety performance is providing safety 

recommendations that are exclusively based on expert assessment.  

The new approach to data collection and processing can resolve that problem. 

If safety data will be collected according to that approach, they will be saved 
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in a computer database form. That database can be used in everyday safety work. 

Additionally, that data will be influencing safety performance for a long time. 

In future, soft safety data collection can be performed not only by using BMPN models. 

New maintenance planning software have modules, which contain information about 

maintenance activities, performers and other necessary information which can affect 

aviation safety. That gives a possibility to connect SDCPS with external software. 

Speaking about safety analysis, collecting new safety data gives an opportunity to use 

new safety models. Proposed SDCPS uses only STAMP model, but there is a possibility 

to build a connection to other systemic safety models and methods. Systemic 

approach to safety is new and can be used in future. Some of well-known institutions 

like a MIT, NASA, Eurocontrol and etc are interested in Safety-II safety approach. There 

are some researches about Safety-II systemic approach and, for instance, in NASA 

STAMP was applied for several use-cases in safety analysis. [23] That is a reason to start 

and implement STAMP based SDCPS, because it is likely that a new systemic safety 

approach can become standard in the future, including the aviation. 

Of course, obligation is not the main reason to use the new approach to SDCPS. That 

approach shows us how to work with specific internal data. In statistics module, safety 

experts will have additional trends. For example, which process is the most 

problematic, or which controller does most of unsafe control actions. Also, there is a 

possibility to audit, how safety recommendations and process changes affect safety 

situation inside an organization. All that analysis will be provided automatically by 

SDCPS. 

By discussing safety data exchange, MROs could share more detailed information 

about safety. That data will be specific for particular kind of repairs or maintenance 

processes. It gives an opportunity to warn MROs community about safety problems 

in more detailed way. It can help to judge from conventional safety data classification, 

for example, how much damages to an aircraft was due to mechanic failure. And start 

to talk about, for instance, which part of the particular aircraft was damaged due to 

specific unsafe control actions. 

There are also some aspects, which will affect start of using the new SDCPS MROs 

approach. The first one is a suitability of using that approach. Today it looks 

almost impossible to build such system in an organisation. Mainly, it is caused by 

necessity of translating organisation procedures to BMPN language. However, first of 
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all, most of the big corporations have Lean managements departments, that are 

processing procedures and processes by BPMN software. That step is necessary not 

only because of safety, but to maintain process efficiency. Also, for a safety 

investigation goals, there is no need to translate all processes. Occurrences usually 

happen more frequently with particular processes, and not with all of them.  

Also, if an organisation only starts with process modelling, this approach gives good 

background to what information they have to model and can show what information 

they are lacking in their procedures. 

One important thing that can affect using a new SDCPS system, is cost-efficiency. Such 

system requires a specialist, who will be responsible for a data quality. That person 

has to work with BMPN language, have knowledge about maintenance processes and, 

also, understand systemic safety approach. Because of the complexity of that work, 

such person may not be able to do another activity in safety department except for 

assurance of data quality in SDCPS system. So, safety department will increase in 

costs with his or her work. Although, the assumption is that the gain from limiting 

occurrences and contingencies should significantly outweigh increased costs 

of safety management.  

This thesis considered variability of different maintenance documents and 

procedures. However, according to the thesis goal, all of them was not modelled. 

For the purpose to propose MRO’s SDPCS, modelling of MOE procedures was 

sufficient.  

Speaking about safety audits, which are used to maintain safety, there is a possibility 

to extend the new SDCPS by an audit module. However, in line with the thesis goal, 

the audit module was not proposed, but the potential extension gives an opportunity 

to improve new SDCPS by internal and external audits.  
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Conclusion 

The goal of this thesis was to propose safety data collection and processing system 

based on STAMP for maintenance, repair, and overhaul organizations. Before starting 

proposal activities, I studied the information about SDCPS systems. It made me 

identify a gap in the soft data collection and processing in nowadays SDCPS systems. 

This gap I resolved by developing the architecture and workflow of the new safety 

data collection and processing, that can be used in a new SDCPS system. 

During studying existing approaches to how to work with soft safety data today, I 

identified existing aviation safety taxonomies. Besides the possibility to classify some 

data using the taxonomies (ECCAIRS/ADREP), the statistical module in today’s SDCPS 

cannot analyse all the data from occurrence reports. It is caused by the form of these 

data; they are collected in narrative text. Also, speaking about MROs, the existing 

taxonomies do not contain sufficient detail of event classification to describe all 

maintenance occurrences. 

After that, I studied the issue of maintenance organisations and their documentation 

to understand, which data MRO’s SDCPS will work with. According to that, I 

understood, that MRO organisation is a sociotechnical system, which needs to work 

with soft and hard data as a whole.  

There are three safety systemic models, which can be used for analysis of such data. 

According to the thesis goal, the STAMP safety model was chosen. 

I modelled MROs processes in BPMN 2.0 language and defined procedures how to 

improve these processes’ models with STAMP based artefacts. In the result, I designed 

a proposal, how to collect and process soft safety data using STAMP as the basis. 

The new approach in collecting and processing was validated in three steps: 

• BPMN models were checked for syntax in Bizagi Modeller. Their completeness 

and correctness were provided in contact with CSAT experts. 

• Safety data based on BPMN artefacts were modelled and compared with 

current SDCPS and statistical module at CSAT. 

• I discussed with experts about the proposed solution. 

After evaluation of the proposed solution, I found three main advantages of this 

solution: 
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• The new approach to soft safety data collection and processing gives a 

possibility to do a safety performance using unique safety data. That data 

classify in detail a safety situation inside particular organisation. 

• The safety data are described by a systemic safety analysis. It means, that the 

new SDCPS can use new safety technologies and gives an opportunity to 

develop SDCPS system to include other systemic models and methods from 

the domain of Safety-II. Also, this approach collects and processes a control 

structure data, analysing such data like processes, activities, controllers and 

their attributes. 

• Statistical module will work with internal soft safety data. In this way, safety 

expert has more information needed to evaluate current level of safety. There 

are more indicators in statistical module to control a safety situation. 

However, there are also some limitations of the proposed solution: 

• Implementation of the solution is a time-consuming task. It needs some time 

to model all processes, which are needed for a safety investigation.  

• Models have to be continually checked if they contain current process 

situation. That model has to be like a life organism (the real system), which is 

changing all the time.  

• It needs a new safety expert, which will support the new SDCPS system. That 

person has to have knowledge from BPMN modelling, maintenance and safety. 

On the other hand, those limitations give ideas in which ways the proposed solution 

can be developed. First of all, after the situation, when all process will be modelled, 

or, when that solution will be common in SDCPS systems, there can be developed an 

extension to other Safety-II models. Future safety data collection and processes can 

be improved by FRAM or RAG ideas and perspectives.  

Furthermore, my thesis was based on resolving maintenance safety occurrence 

reporting. I suppose that the proposed solution can be extended to a safety audit data 

collection and processes using the same process modelling approach. 
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